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YAKUSHIMA
M E L I S S A  W R I G H T

Yakushima is probably best known for
being the real life inspiration for the art
design of the Ghibli movie “Princess
Mononoke” and for being home to oldest
tree in Japan, the Jomon Sugi. Over the
New Year’s holiday, a friend and I took the
shinkansen from Kumamoto City to
Kagoshima City and then caught a ferry
from Kagoshima City to Yakushima. There
are 3 ferries that go there; a 2hr one for
9,200円, a 4hr one for 5,000円, and a 13hr
overnight one for 3,900円(all one way). We
opted for the 4hr one as the best balance
of time and cost.
 
On the island, we went to the Yakushima
Cedar Museum and learned about the
island’s history in regards to forestry and
the prior environmental damages that
logging had caused. The next day we
fulfilled our primary goal, which was to go
hiking in the forests of Yakushima. Having
come in the “off season”, the only bus to
the trailhead came at 4am. Luckily the
weather was surprisingly dry and
temperate for a time and place that was
known for being cold and rainy.

To the south of us lies the prefecture of
Kagoshima, most notable to me for
being where the shinkansen line ends
and having been the starting point of
the Satsuma Rebellion. I had visited
Kagoshima City in the past and
enjoyed its usual tourist destinations;
the aquarium, Sakura Jima, some
museums and historical sites, the
shopping district, but this time around
was looking for a different kind of
experience. That “experience” came
in the form of a trip to Yakushima, a
decent sized island to the south of the
Kagoshima mainland.
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We waited for daybreak at the Arakawa
Trailhead Lodge and then set out into the
woods. The first section of trail was
composed of railroad tracks that had had
extra boards added to them. It wound its
way along the mountains and rivers, every
so often becoming a bridge over ravines
and waterways, as it slowly worked its way
higher up in elevation and deeper into the
island’s interior. 
 
We watched the sun rise over the
mountains and blanket the valleys and
tree tops in an amber light and then later
as it rose higher and filtered through the
canopy, making beams of light before and
around us. Along the way we came across
a troupe of monkeys that were chilling on
and around the path and watched them
for a while.
 
The railroad track like trail eventually
came to an end at a rock face with a
stairwell that marked the beginning of the
second, much more challenging, section of
the trail. This part was all uphill and
required scurrying over and around
boulders, trees, and make-shift wooden
steps and platforms. I definitely had more
than a few moments where I thought to
myself “if you lose your footing or stumble
here there’s nothing to stop you from
tumbling into the ravine or river”
(something I hadn’t experienced before in
the relatively flat US Midwest woodlands
of home).
 
The goal was to see the Jomon Sugi, but
eventually I had to admit that at my
current (rather slow) pace, we wouldn’t be
able to make it there and back out of the
woods before night fall. My much more
agile companion went on ahead, saw it,
and came back, while I started making my
way back down the mountain side.



We started making our way back and then
split off to the Shiratani Unsuikyo Trail (aka
Mononoke Forest) whose end point was
closer to our hotel. This trail was also
mostly uphill, but had more tree roots and
branches than boulders and platforms. We
covered most of the trail as the sun was
starting to set, again filtering amber light
through the trees and giving some areas
an almost “glowing” appearance. It did
certainly have a kind of “magical” or
somewhat “spiritual” feeling to it. We were
also lucky to see a pair of deer that
scampered across the path and up a
hillside, pausing to look back at us as we
looked up at them.
 
I continued to move rather slow though,
and so the last hour was spent hiking in
the dark with cellphone-flashlights for
guidance. I wouldn’t recommend hiking
these trails in the dark, as they are kind of
perilous, but we managed to avoid injury
or death and made it out of the woods in
one piece. I had planned on calling a cab,
but neglected to realize that much of the
island has no cell service and this
particular trailhead had no payphones.
 
We started walking down the road
towards town, and eventually got enough
service to text but not call; so we
contacted a friend back in Kumamoto to
call the cab company on our behalf. All
went well, a cab came to get us, and after
a daylong total of 28km and 16hrs+ of
hiking, we finally made it to the hotel.

Despite not everything going exactly
according to plan, I still had a lot of fun
and would highly recommend checking out
Yakushima if you enjoy hiking and/or
nature. They have many other trail options
as well, with varying difficulties and
terrains. In their main season, there are
also many beaches and reefs for
swimming and snorkeling, and the buses
run more frequently. 
 
If you can, renting a car is probably the
better option, but public transport options
do exist. I know I personally plan to return
and tackle the Arakawa Trail again and
see the Jomon Sugi for myself someday.
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ECO PARK 
MINAMATA

For this submission I wanted to write
specifically about the Eco Park in
Minamata. Recently I have had the
good fortune to explore the park more
completely. The park is quite large
and contains the Minamata disease
museum, a full-sized running track,
tennis courts, baseball fields, a
bamboo garden, a rose garden,
several large fields for recreation, a
board walk along the sea,
playgrounds for children and a few
small shops.

R Y N  K A E S T N E R
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To follow my personal experience with the park I
was first taken to the Minamata disease
museum by some friends shortly after I had first
arrived in Minamata. I had previously studied
Japanese history and I studied Minamata
extensively when I learned it was where I would
be moving to. That being said I was familiar with
the tragedy of Minamata disease, but the
museum was a powerful experience
nonetheless. The museum covers the history of
the Chiso chemical company dumping methyl
mercury into Minamata bay and the subsequent
illness that the locals developed after eating
contaminated seafood. The story is told of the
damage that was done and the herculean
cleanup effort that followed. Eco Park itself was
built upon the reclaimed land where the
contamination originated from, the pollutants
now safely trapped deep underground.
 
The next time I visited the park was for track and
field day for the middle schools in Minamata.
That particular day was very hot, but the kids
performed well and I thought that the track
facilities were nice. Outside of these initial
experiences, I didn’t have occasion to visit the
park again until recently.

Ryn Kaestner

Ryn Kaestner

Ryn Kaestner
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I decided to visit the bamboo garden and I am
very happy that I did. In my humble opinion I
found the garden to be spectacular. Even in
winter the bamboo is hearty and green,
personally I have always found bamboo to be
relaxing.
 
The garden has a particular theme of a river
running through the mountains before flowing
into the plains. The north end of the garden is
relatively thin and the bamboo feels dense and
close. The faux river begins with a waterfall
into a koi pond. The large golden koi is my
particular favorite. There are stepping stones
to cross the pond and a covered area in which
to rest. The river flows south and there are
several areas with stepping stones, and even a
narrow plank bridge, with which to cross from
side to side. The various types of bamboo are
neighbored by sundry flowers and trees,
creating a sense of depth to the beauty and
design of the garden. The garden widens out
into a very large pond that has a number of koi
and carp in it. There is another stepping stone
bridge that allows one to cross to a large open
field. There are also regular paths around both
sides of the pond for convenient access. I have
seen families with young children enjoying the
wide field and flying kites. The kids seem to like
watching the fish swim around in the pond.
 
From the field the park continues directly to a
parking lot, which adjoins another large field.
The west part of the field is covered by an
expansive playground and strategically placed
trees. The trees help beautify the area as well
as provide shade during the warmer months.
The playground has a wide range of play areas
for children of different ages, there is even a
miniature water park for the summer. Part of
the playground is dedicated to a hill that
provides a decent elevated view of the area.
 
Continuing south, the park is divided by a road
intersection. Crossing the street one will see
the rose garden to their left as well as two or
three small shops. During this time of year, the
roses are not in bloom, but I greatly look
forward to returning when they are.

Of the shops I have only been inside of the
main one, which sells a lot of regionally
specific items from Minamata and Kumamoto.
With the rose garden and shops on the left the
running track and tennis courts will be on the
right. I have been to the park several times
recently and the tennis courts seem to be a
popular attraction. Around the running track
are fields on either side that seem to be
dedicated to ground golf. Also, around the
track are a couple of areas that have various
wooden posts, monkey bars, parallel bars and
the like for which to exercise and stretch.
 
From here one must cross another street to
continue south. This next part of the park is the
largest in terms of sheer area and is mainly
comprised of a kilometer-long circular track
surrounding four baseball fields. There is also
another large playground with another scenic
pond. The museum can be seen on a hill to the
right. At the southernmost end of the park a
boardwalk along the sea is separated from the
baseball fields by a line of trees. The
boardwalk allows a pleasant stroll along the
sea with the sea itself stretching west and the
mountains rising in the east. In the center of
the boardwalk is a monument to those
afflicted by Minamata disease. At the very end
of the boardwalk there is a heart shaped
lover’s monument. There is more to the park,
but for the sake of brevity I have just covered
the major parts. There are some small parts of
the park that I have not yet explored, I may yet
do so someday.
 
In conclusion I believe that Eco Park Minamata
is a wonderful location that can be enjoyed by
nearly anyone of any age. The park has
sufficient restrooms and vending machines for
drinks so that even a long sojourn to the park
should be comfortable. Aside from the
abundance of recreational activities that the
park allows that fact that such a wonderful
place was built over the site of tragedy is a
powerful symbol of recovery. The park fully
acknowledges the pain of the past, while
encouraging the joy of the future.



橋上⼿

Khair Ali

Ushibuka is a small fishing town on

the south edge of Amakusa. Anytime

you ask someone, "What's interesting

to see in Ushibuka?" the answer is

always, "the Haiya Bridge."

This bridge is 883 meters long and

connects a somewhat isolated harbor

district to the main road in town. This

was supposed to be very important for

Ushibuka's fishing industry, but alas, like

most inaka regions in Japan, the

population is in decline. However that

does not detract from the

spectacle that is the Haiya Bridge.

 

Its designer was Italian architect,

Renzo Piano, who was also responsible

for Kansai International Airport before

the Haiya Bridge, and who would go on

to design the Shard in London. The

bridge needed to be simple enough to

not overshadow the natural landscape

in the area, yet it should still be

attractive. 
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They eliminated a cable or suspension

bridge as too overbearing for the small

town, and instead came up with the

single continuous curve supported by

girders and topped with windbreak

panels. The end result is said to

resemble the scales of a fish, or river

dragon.

 

Usually, the bridge is illuminated in

plain white - a sleek look that

highlights the shape, and regular

shadows in between the girders. For

Christmas though, the residents

installed colored filters to give it a

much more festive appearance. This

was a limited illumination for the

Christmas season, but the Haiya Bridge

is still a lovely sight any time.

 

If you'd like to take a trip, then I might

suggest the Haiya festival, which is in

April. As a first year JET myself, I have

yet to experience it personally, but it is

highly recommended by many locals

and senior JETs. Why not join us in

Amakusa?
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Yamato Town, in western Kumamoto, is a mountainous area which covers an

area even larger than Kumamoto City. Due to the high-altitude, it was

particularly freezing in December when I had the opportunity to take part in a

FREE organised tour. Myself and about ten other Kumamoto ALTs took part in

the tour. We were well looked after by the tour guides and the interpreter. The

locals were also eager to share knowledge about their town.

YAMATO TOWN
R U T H  M A D D E N
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Ruth Madden

Ruth Madden Ruth Madden



【Heitate Shrine 弊⽴神宮】

We met at an early 8am in Kamitori, all a bit tired and cold, but excited. There was a lot

planned for the day starting with a trip to Heitate Shrine, a well-known power spot. The air

was clean and fresh there as we were high up in the mountain. I certainly felt those minus

ions refreshing me. A priest at the shrine explained the history behind the shrine, the reason

for its power spot status, and answered many questions, with the help of an interpreter who

was with our group for the day. It was interesting to hear about the shrine from someone

who works closely there and is well versed in Shintoism. He was adamant that people of

other religions could still come and pray there, because the Gods in the land do not clash

with the Christian God, for example. It was interesting to hear that reasoning, but I still feel

conflicted when I “pray” at a shrine, but generally write it off as cultural and not religious. A

very loose excuse, but let’s not get into that. 

【ECO Bamboo Chopsticks】

Following this, we went to Soyokaze Park to make our very own bamboo chopsticks. We

were given a piece of bamboo that we snapped in two and then chiseled down with a

special whittling knife. It was difficult to get the right angle and apply the amount of

strength needed, but it was fun. Some people made two or more chopstick pairs in the time

it took me to make one. We were gifted a cute hand-made bag for our chopsticks and we

made a little wooden rest for them too (お箸置き ohashi-oki).
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【Lunch】

By now, everyone was starving so we headed to a buffet style restaurant where all the food

is made from local ingredients. We were spoiled for choice, both Japanese and Western

style foods available. The desserts were strictly Japanese style, foods like steamed cakes

and purin. The place had a very “at-home” atmosphere, and the local food reflected this.

【Tsujyun Bridge 通潤橋】

With full bellies, we next headed to the

famous aqueduct, Tsujun-kyo, which was

erected in 1854. The aqueduct was built

due to water shortages in the Shiroito

Plateau, where rice was mainly grown. The

head of the village at that time,

Yasunosuke Futa, came up with the idea to

build an aqueduct to bring water up from

the river to the higher areas. I’m sure this is

something people with strong engineering

or physics background may appreciate

more than me. If you google Tsujun-kyo, you

should find many pictures of a stone bridge

with water bursting out from the centre.

Unfortunately, the bridge has not yet

recovered from the 2016 earthquake

damage, but it is expected to be repaired

by Spring 2020.
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【Tuzyun Brewery】

The last stop for the tour was Tuzyun Brewery, an old sake brewery established in 1770,

which creates its sake using spring water and high-quality rice from the region. One of the

things I found particularly interesting about the brewery was the tradition used for letting

the people who pass by the brewery know that new sake has been made. A big round ball

made of a type of plant is placed above the left of the brewery entrance. At first it is fresh

and green. Overtime it turns brown. This darker colour indicates that the sake is ready.

However, it is not entirely accurate so there is also a written sign with the expected release

date written. Nothing beats a fun unique tradition. The brewery itself was beautiful and

fancy, having been refurbished in 2019. The building in which we did some taste-testing was

like a high-class restaurant, with a fire-place, windows facing out on to a koi fish pond, and

a sleek wooden bar, where people can be served. Those of us who were driving later were

offered the alternative non-alcoholic sweet beverage that is produced in the earlier stages

of sake creation – amazake. 

 

Those trying out the sake could try three different types, the portions nothing less of

generous. It was a great way to round up a day of touristing in the cold with everyone

relaxed, warm, and happy.
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【Local festival and arts and crafts】

We had some spare time, so after seeing the aqueduct, we stopped by to look at huge

works of art made from plants. They were extremely impressive. Every year, there is a festival

at the beginning of September where groups enter their wooden float creations. All the

floats are impressive, so I’m glad to not be a member of the selection committee. Nearby

was a museum where a lady makes children’s picture books out of fabric. It was great to

see so much creativity from unconventional materials.

Ruth Madden
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As ALTs we are often invited to take part in these fun events, usually at a low price or even

for FREE. While you are living in Kumamoto, I recommend getting out and joining in as much

as possible in the events on offer. You never know what new thing you’ll come across. There

is so much out there to discover, that even the internet articles and videos have yet to reach

and record.

Ruth Madden

Ruth Madden



W H A T  I  W I S H  I ' D  K N O W N
E A R L I E R  A B O U T

KATO KIYOMASA

So when I arrived in Kumamoto I of

course wanted to learn about the

history of the area. In particular about

Kato Kiyomasa. The man responsible

for the Kumamoto Castle we know

today and someone I had read about

in the past briefly but never fully

appreciated. However, I really should

have. Kato Kiyomasa was a

fascinating, ingenious (and actually

probably a little terrifying) samurai

with a very notable and prominent

place in the turbulent Sengoku period.

I have always said if I could go back to university, I would study
Japanese history. Something about the intricate tapestry of the
ferocious battles of the Sengoku period woven with the lavish

palaces of the Heian courts fascinates me.

ADAM POOL
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I apologise, I didn’t have a photo of the Kiyomasa
statue without me in it.



His life began in Nagoya, a long way

from Kumamoto, and as a child

displayed a strong sense of Bushido,

chasing burglars from his home alone

at the age of 9 with nothing but a

small sword and a Noh mask. By 15 he

had found his way into the army of

Toyotomi Hideyoshi (the successor of

the undeniable legend Oda

Nobunaga). From there Kiyomasa’s

career took off, and after

distinguishing himself as one of

Toyotomi’s fiercest fighters, he was

awarded a place as one of the Seven

Spears of Shizugatake.

 

After being given half of Higo

Province (now Kumamoto), Kiyomasa

rapidly began expanding Kumamoto

Castle to what we know it as now.

Kiyomasa was actually so good at

designing castles that he even was

asked in his later years to rebuild the

Tenshu-dai, the stone pillars that

support parts of Nagoya Castle. I

actually just learned that there are

more statues of Kiyomasa in Nagoya

than of any other historical figure.
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Above: Kato Shrine Entrance
Below: Kumamoto Castle from Kato Shrine



After greatly influencing his new

domain of Kumamoto and greatly

expanding the city, he was sent by

Hideyoshi as one of the leading

generals in Japan’s conquest on Korea

and built even more castles in his time

at war. There’s a story that says he

once held off 60,000 Korean soldiers

with only has as many samurai in the

25 day(-ish) seize at Ulsan.

 

If this wasn’t impressive enough he

even took part in the Battle of

Sekigahara. Possibly my favourite

battle in Japanese History (and in my

mind a kind of all-star battle royal of

the best of the best of Samurai). This

battle would lead to relative peace in

Japan that still had lasting effects up

until the 1800’s.

 

So Kato Kiyomasa is not just a regional

warlord who built Kumamoto castle as

I once thought. He was a samurai

among samurai, and gifted architect

and man who seemed to know no

fear.

Kiyomasa is enshrined at Kato shrine,

just behind Kumamoto Castle and is

well worth a visit. I hear there’s also a

festival there every year in July

(Seishoko Matsuri) where kids dress up

as Kiyomasa. Maybe they’ll let me do

it too.  

 

But if you only ever remember one

thing about Kiyomasa, it is that his

hobby during his time in Korea was to

hunt and occasionally eat tigers. If

that doesn’t make you a legend、

nothing will.
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Kumamoto Castle as it is today.



KIKUCHI-KUN
S T E V E N  S W A N S O N

The emblem (mon) of the Kikuchi clanT H E  Y O K A  W I N T E R  2 0 2 0 1 7

Image of Kikuchi Clan emblem from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kikuchi_mon2.jpg by Victorblarsson, 15 March 2009, 
licenced under Creative Commons



And you may be thinking now, ah, it
must be the soul-soothing onsen? Or
the honorable samurai? The beauty of
calligraphy? The anime? The
cacophony of animal sounds that
assault your ears at the Trial checkout?
And yes, each one of these has helped to
solidify my ever-growing love for this
country, but what I have truly fallen in
love with, more than any other charm
of the culture, are the mascots.

When I first came to Japan I was entranced, like so many others, by
all of the mysterious, magical, intriguing cultural customs and

nuances. However, the more time I’ve spent here, the more I’ve come
to realize that there is a particular aspect of Japanese culture that

has especially caught my interest.

I’m not the only one - whether you love
him, hate him, or love to hate him, or
hate how much you love him,
Kumamoto’s number one celebrity
Kumamon has captured the attention of
millions, inside and outside Japan (and
their wallets – The Kumamoto
prefecture estimates that businesses in
Japan have sold more than ￥150 billion
in merchandise and food bearing
Kumamon’s image).

From the outrageous Funyassi, with (his?
her? its?) iconic “Nasshi Nasshi” call, to
the super stretchy Nebaru-kun, from the
horrifying, scampering Zushi Hokki, to
Kumamoto castle’s lovable Higomaru...
the mascots have fascinated and
captivated me. But, there is one mascot
particular to Kumamoto that to me, above
the din of Funyassi calls and the
Kumamon theme song, has risen above,
has stood out against the crowd, one who
I continually finding myself returning to,
again and again. And of course, it’s no
surprise, you know him, you love him...
Yes, it’s Kikuchi-kun! ….Wait, what? You
don’t know or love him??

Well, Kikuchi-kun, for those who don’t
know (or love) him, is the unofficial
mascot of Kikuchi city, a midsized city of
about 50,000 nestled in between the
mountains in northern Kumamoto.
Following in the steps of Korou-kun, the
official mascot of Kikuchi castle who took
third in 2019’s ゆるキャラ contest, a
national contest where to people of Japan
vote on their most beloved, adored
characters, Kikuchi-kun has emerged out
of the woodwork - or perhaps more
appropriate, out of the onsen, which is
where I first laid eyes on him (specifically
the 七城温泉ドーム, Shichijo hot spring
dome, a fantastic onsen with electric
onsen and an outdoor walking onsen,
very reasonably priced).
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Kikuchi clan manga 
(Photo by Lewis Marks)

Kikuchi-kun posing with former Kumamoto PA
Laura McGhee at the Shimoda Onsen Festival
(Photo by George Leach, former Amakusa JET)

Extremely valuable Kikuchi-kun merch
(Photo by Lewis Marks)



The contrast between Korou-kun and
Kikuchi-kun is as stark as night and day,
as Korou-kun is well-mannered,
charming, brightly colored, cute,
friendly... and Kikuchi-kun, on the other
hand, is ugly. There’s no denying it, he
really is ugly. And he’s not just ugly, he’s
うるさい. When you see Korou-kun your
heart smiles, and when you see Kikuchi-
kun you burst into laughter, as a result of
a mixture of amusement and amazement,
wondering in what laboratory this
creature was created (or at least, I did
when I first saw him)... and that
laboratory is perhaps a not so well kept
secret among the people of Kikuchi.
 
But for all of his ugliness, Kikuchi-kun’s
design is not without purpose, for he is an
amalgamation of all things Kikuchi, a kind
of walking, talking (although difficult to
understand as he speaks entirely in Higo-
ben), advertisement of Kikuchi’s culture.
He is constructed out of the many things
that make Kikuchi Kikuchi, all rolled up
into one hideous mascot. And that
construction, starting from the bottom up,
begins with his cow legs, inspired by the
Kikuchi dairy cow. His body is Kikuchi
gorge, representing Kikuchi’s beautiful
natural landmark and clean waters. His
tail is the light of the Kikuchi firefly, and
his arms are pieces of burdock (ごぼう).
His lips are petals of sakura, the Japanese
cherry blossom, of which Kikuchi is
renowned for.

Kikuchi-kun lounging on a car at the Shimoda Onsen Festival
(Photo by George Leach, former Amakusa JET)
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His nose, a grain of rice, and his eyes are
the emblem of the renowned Kikuchi
clan, a powerful family that dominated
the Kikuchi region for hundreds of years
and took their name after it. His eyebrows
are the splendid Kikuchi onsen, and his
large, spherical green and white head is,
of course, a melon.
 
Kikuchi-kun is increasingly becoming a
beloved character within and outside of
Kikuchi, and for good reason. He does
what those Japanese mascots are so good
at, personifying and exemplifying those
special characteristics of a region or
organization, in a quirky, fun, and lovable
way. He has been fully embraced the
people of Kikuchi – he has his own theme
song, album, t-shirts, buttons, LINE
stickers, you name it. And recently
Kikuchi-kun has even been joined by a
new partner in crime, Kikuchi-ko. Lover,
sister, friend – we don’t know, but what
we do know is with the entry of another
member into the Kikuchi clan, it’s clear
that the Kikuchi-kun dynasty is going into
2020 full steam ahead.

If you’re as interested as I am in Kikuchi-
kun, as I’m quite sure you are at this
point, you can buy all things Kikuchi-kun
at the Kikuchi 観光物産館, (きくちかんこう
ぶっさんかん), a store right next to Kikuchi
park that has all kinds of goods produced
in Kikuchi, Kikuchi-kun aside, and if
you’re interested in the history of the
Kikuchi clan they have manga and novels
about them there, as well as information
at the Kikuchi tourism center, also
adjacent to Kikuchi park.

Very rare Kikuchi-ko bag (Photo by Lewis Marks)

Statue of Kikuchi Takemitsu in Kikuchi Park
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A COUPLE NOTES
FROM JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL TEACHERS

KELLEY  GATHR IGHT

We had a dinner cruise, ate okonomiyaki,

visited the Peace Park and Genbaku

Dome, and, of course, had a drinking

party. More than what we saw or ate, it

was actually listening to the vice principal

and teachers when they were relaxed and

speaking their actual thoughts on

education and the students that I found

interesting. Many of the teachers have

good English skills, and one absolutely

loves English (even if he often makes

mistakes), so getting to hear them talk

while tipsy is fun.

They really do have a good understanding

of the students, and they really do want to

help the kids try and succeed. We all

talked about how the children are afraid

of mistakes, so they don't even want to

attempt any conversation. The teachers

know the children often don't see a point

to English, that if we can get them to

realize it is fun, they might be willing to

participate at least.

 

These teachers are invested in helping the

kids, but they are just as lost as we are

about how to help kids help themselves.

They put in so much time, so much effort,

but often the children just won't engage.

Often, I think the JET ALTs feel they hit a

brick wall dealing with teachers and

children, but it is really not the case. These

teachers are trying their best. They know

their students. They know the material.

They know we want to help.

Getting to go on teachers
retreats is definitely a good idea.
There are things they will think of
or find that many of us would
never try, so it is a good
opportunity, regardless of price. I
recently went to Hiroshima with
my junior high school teachers,
and it was a great experience.
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One teacher told me that when he taught English, he told the students

3 things: 

 

English is not Japanese 

 

mistakes are alright 

 

and questions are the basis for communication in any language. 

 

I think that is pretty good advice, and in the words of the teacher works

through mistakes "This was a dream weekend that I will forget."
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SOCKS MAGIC
CATHERINE BURKE

Imagine going to school, and students and teachers actually
noticing your feet. Imagine getting compliments, IN ENGLISH, on
your style and cuteness. Imagine getting quiet students to laugh
and ask you questions and tell you about their interests. Imagine
students always noticing you in the hallway and deciding you are
worthy of a smile and a “Hello.”

This is the power of MAGIC SOCKS.

Not all my socks are magic, though. My plain white or black socks are sadly lacking
in power. My thick knit socks, while warmer, are no more magical than a kairo. The
socks that make my days like the one we imagined above are my brightly colored,
patterned or character-ed socks.
 
It took me a while to truly appreciate their power, but now I know. Magic socks
have the power to make students laugh, to make students curious about me. Better
yet, students try to comment on them in English because they want me to know
what they think about socks!
 
Goodbye ordinary socks, and hello bright school days full of positive interactions!
 
Recommendation: If you have plans to go to Korea you should pick up a bunch of
magic socks while you are there! I found that the cheapest socks are sold at market
stalls in Korea. I picked up oodles of fun socks for gifts and for myself. I was a little
worried about the quality because of the insanely low price, but months later, they
are no worse for wear.
 
Of course, you can also find cute, unique socks online or in souvenir and clothing
shops right here in Japan, so pick up a pair and see if you can find some magic,
too!
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LONG STORY SHORT,  3

TEACHERS,  12  STUDENTS,  

3  WAITING FIRE P ITS,  0  F IRE.

If the title makes no sense to you,
don't worry. This story is one of
those 'truth is sometimes stranger
than fiction' things. Alternatively,
there is an educated individual out
there right now reading this and
rolling their eyes at my total
ignorance and 'gaijinness.'
Regardless, this is a story of what
happens when curiosity overrules
caution in your school
environments. Those with heart
conditions or an aversion to playing
with fire can leave now, scroll
down, or whatever you want. You
have been warned.
 
One day after a delicious school
lunch in the teachers office in an
elementary, I was contemplating
what to do with my class-free
afternoon while absently staring at
my desk mate for the day: two
bowls of some floury paste, not
unlike paper machete goo, that had
been gracing the space next to mine
since before lunch. Covered in
saran wrap, these metal bowls had
been placed tantalizingly with no
explanation by an unknown
individual, at an unknown time, for
an unknown reason. Truly
mysterious.

JAPANESE BAMBOO PANCAKE,
ROTISSERIE STYLE.

K E L L E Y  G A T H R I G H T

I was disturbed from my reverie by
the sound of windows opening and
children giving their farewell
"SAYONARA~!" from outside the
principal's office, and realized that
this Thursday must have a special
schedule or something. I sipped
from my cup of coffee that was
never allowed to go empty by a
couple of my fellow teachers with
psychic powers of observation (or
an obsession with pouring coffee, I
have not yet determined which) as
students came and went from all
directions, listening to the snatches
of conversation I could understand.
I had never been to this particular
elementary on a Thursday, so
maybe it always ended after lunch,
but it didn't sound like it.
 
Just as I had almost finished my
coffee, and I could see the teacher
heading towards me with the
determination to insure proper
caffeine saturation, a couple of my
6th and 4th graders entered the
office. They intercepted the coffee-
sensei, and then moved in my
direction together.
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Coffee forgotten, the students and
teacher collected the mysterious
bowls, some newspaper, and headed
off, joined by some more students at
the doorway. I could hardly stand to
see the bowls go without knowing
what was in them, and figuring they
were making some paper machete
now they had newspaper, I decided
to go along with them. In the
hallway, I managed to determine
that my 6th grade student had made
one of the bowls of mystery
substance, but she was having a
hard time describing what it was
for. Before I learn anything, the
teacher informed me that they were
heading outside, and I should go
grab my shoes. Meeting them
behind the school. I discovered an
area which had three new fire pits
excavated, and what I could only
assume was fire wood dumped in
each.
 
I describe it so, because I quickly
came to the conclusion that, yes, the
wood was meant to burn, but it was
not set in such a way as to have that
actually happen. Fat lengths of
bamboo were piled tightly at the
bottom of the pits with a mixture of
grass and twigs making a tiny heap
on top. Now, for those who do not
know, there are two important
things about fire that are good to
know if you want to make some. For
starters, heat rises, and it also
needs airflow. This means that if
you want to start a fire, you want to
put highly flammable things like
twigs, newspaper, dry grass, etc,
under whatever you ultimately wish
to burn so it can catch fire.
Dropping wads of burning
newspaper on top of bamboo slabs
that are laid out like a tatami
floor...not going to work unless you
employ lighter fluid.
 
Long story short, 3 teachers, 12
students, 3 waiting fire pits, 0
fire.

After making sure that they all were
really trying to get some fire going,
I took over one of the pits and had a
nice inferno in no time About the
time I was getting the larger
bamboo bits burning, here came
two of the students holding both
ends of a bamboo pole with about a
foot of aluminium in the center
slathered with the flour goo from
the bowls.
 
While I had been distracted, the
children and teachers had set about
turning aluminium and bamboo
into pancake skewers. Except,
instead of skewering pancakes, they
were spreading the raw batter onto
the aluminium, rotating it over a
fire until the dough cooked, than
adding a new layer and repeating.
Soon, 12 kids were trying to cook
their pancakes over only one fire,
so I left to get another one going. I
had only just rearranged the second
pit and got the kindling burning
when I was summoned back to the
first pit because, somehow, in 30
seconds, the kids had made it go
out.
 
What followed was a highly
amusing 2 hours of fire duty,
highlighted by getting to eat pieces
of slightly smokey pancake, while
children and teachers exclaimed
over my skills in the arts of pyro,
and I reinforced the fire pits to
accommodate my slightly overeager
fuel adders (the children were also
impressed by my leather boots
being able to accurately stomp out a
couple stray flames).
 
It, in a way, is a nice summary for
what a random foreigner does in
schools: have fun, try new food,
listen as nobody can explain in
either Japanese or English to me
exactly what we are doing, and
teach a few kids and adults how to
play with fire.
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E X T R A
T I M E  I N
K U M A
G U N

So, I finally took a weekend to just
chill and check out a little bit more of
Kuma-gun, and WOW! I was not
disappointed. There’s still not a
whole lot to do for young people, but I
am wowed by the beauty of this area
every time I have a chance to drive
around during the day. (The night
drives can be a little bit sketchy,
especially during foggy winter
nights.)

Taragi (peep the tiny bit of snow on the mountain in the back
☺) Asagiri (near the Kuma River Cycling Road)

I had some time on a Sunday, so I went to a
festival in Nishiki with Tiffany and of course
saw some of my students! We sharked their
table from them at some point ☺ We had
some awesome burgers from the “Big Dream”
food truck from Amakusa! And, a really sweet
Ojiisan gave us some keychains that we liked
for FREE!

Festival in Nishiki – Ojiisan makes crafts and gave
us banana stands and Hitoyoshi-kuma keychains

RALEIGH HOOKS
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After the festival, I just drove into Yunomae to
explore by driving the 219 and looking for
tourist signs. I found a park that reminds me a
bit of Ashikita Seaside Park. It’s on a hill and
has various activities that you can try (although
I must admit I think it’s rare for people to be
there actually playing putt putt or using the go-
karts). From there, I just drove through the park
onto some backroads and stopped at shrines
and temples that I saw along the way. I found
a temple called Hachiso Temple that had an
old thatched roof and some stone pagodas
out front. It was a beautiful day that I’m glad
was not wasted.

Green Palace park map

Green Palace  Green Palace 

Babainari Shrine in Yunomae Hachiso Temple in Yunomae
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Tuesday was another day of exploring but this time
with friends! Tiffany and Eva went with me for this
excursion. First, we met at Myokennotenbo Park in
Taragi where we rang the bell to “be happy” and also
rode a little rope zipline they had. This park has a
great vantage point for Kuma-gun (on a less hazy
day). Then we were just headed towards Yunomae
station because we had lots of daylight left and found
Koyasan Shingonshu Kisshoin Kandai Temple on our
way where I was thrilled to find ANOTHER bell to ring
(“Do you think it’s ok?”->“Yes”->“Are you sure?”
->“No”->“Should I ring it?”->“Yes”->“Are you sure?”
->“Yes”). 
 
There was also a set of stairs that had a side for men
and a side for women here. After that, we changed
our minds and decided to head to the plum blossom
orchard in Hitoyoshi. They’re not fully bloomed yet, but
I think they’ll look great in the next couple of weeks.
After walking around for a bit, we got back in the car
and drove up through the orchard to go to Miyajitake
Shrine, which is right by Okoba station, a really nice-
looking restaurant called Loop, and apparently a hotel
that we never found. What we didn’t realize is that
Okoba station is one of the spots to see from Natsume
Yuujinchou! We just happened upon it during our
exploring and were surprised to see Nyanko-sensei
everywhere. The Ojiisan there heard us talking about
the show and showed us a picture from the anime and
told us to go take the photo! It was really nice, and he
told us to come back to see the cherry blossoms next
month.

Hachiso Temple in Yunomae

Hachiso Temple in Yunomae
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Myokennotenbo Park (Taragi) Myokennotenbo Park (Taragi)

Myokennotenbo Park (Taragi)Myokennotenbo Park (Taragi)

Koyasan Shingonshu Kisshoin Kandai Temple 
(Taragi)

Koyasan Shingonshu Kisshoin Kandai Temple 
(Taragi)

Bottom row: Koyasan Shingonshu Kisshoin 
Kandai Temple (Taragi)
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Koyasan Shingonshu Kisshoin Kandai Temple (Taragi)

Koyasan Shingonshu Kisshoin Kandai Temple (Taragi) Hitoyoshi Plum Blossom Orchard

Hitoyoshi Plum Blossom Orchard Hitoyoshi Plum Blossom Orchard
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Miyajitake Shrine (photoshoot time!) Miyajitake Shrine (photoshoot time!)

Okoba Station

Okoba Station



KUMAMOTO
CHERRY BLOSSOM

GUIDE
CHASE SUTHERLAND

Ah, it’s almost that time of year. The time of year to lounge underneath the cherry

blossom trees with friends and let the spring sun warm your face as you gaze at the

snow-like petals. But where, you might ask, can I see this splendid sight? Fear not,

Kumamoto has no shortage of incredible locales for cherry blossom viewing, also called

“hanami” for short. First off, let’s take a look at some hanami spots in the city

Kumamoto Castle
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Kumamoto City

Kumamoto Castle

Arguably the most famous hanami spot

in Kumamoto. Despite the castle being

severely damaged, you can still

appreciate the cherry blossoms around

the grounds and even set up shop at

Ninomaru Park. Plenty of cherry blossoms

but not much grass, so bringing a tarp to

sit on is a good idea. The castle grounds

are quite expansive though, so with

enough poking around you’re sure to find

a great spot.

Shirakawa Park

If you’re not feeling the crowds at Kumamoto Castle, check out this

low-key park near downtown. Soft grass, open sky, softly falling

cherry blossoms in the breeze, what more could you ask for?

Jietai Dori

Not so much a hanami spot, but the road by the self-defense force

base in the city is lined with cherry blossoms. Riding your bicycle

through it? Pure magic.

Kumamoto Castle Kumamoto Castle

Shirakawa Park, Kumamoto City
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Aso and Kikuchi

Isshingyo Sakura Tree

Foooh we’re in the major leagues now. This tree is 400 years old. Yeah, you heard that right. The sheer

size of the tree and field of yellow flowers make it a must-see. Not much room for sitting down but lots

of that good good festival food.

Kannon Sakura Tree

On the way to Isshingyo be sure to stop by this 100 year-old tree. The mountain view alone warrants a

visit.

Isshingyo no Oozakura, Minamiaso

Isshingyo no Oozakura, Minamiaso

Kannonzakura, Minamiaso
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Kikuchi Park

I haven’t been here, but its reputation warranted a spot on

this list. 3,000 cherry blossom trees. Festival food. Win win.

Ichifusa Dam

I personally haven’t been to this one,

but it’s on my “want to go” list. Can

you imagine why?

Senbon Zakura

If you still haven’t had your fill of sakura

in Aso, Senbon Zakura is sure to leave

you satisfied. This winding mountain

road dotted with sakura will leave you

wanting to ride through it again and

again.

Senbonzakura, Takamori

Kikuchi Park (Photo by Lewis Marks) Kikuchi Park (Photo by Lewis Marks)

Ichifusa Dam (Photo from Japan Travel and Tourism Association)
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Yunoko Cherry Line

Haven’t made it down to this one either, but it’s next after Ichifusa. Listed as one of Japan’s top 100

cherry blossom spots, it’s a seaside road lined with about 500 cherry blossom trees.

Well, that’s all of the cherry blossom spots that have caught my eye. If all of

these places are a bit far for you fear not, there’s bound to be some near a park

near you. Happy hanami!

Yunoko Cherry Line, Minamata (Photo from en.japantravel.com)



Y O K A  S N A P S H O T S

“If you see something that moves you, and then snap it,  you keep a moment.”

— Linda McCartney

Photos by Kira-Ann Hayashi
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JENIFER VOSPER
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All photos: Strawberry Picking at Yuhoen Fruits Land
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TIFFANY CHIN

Left column in order from top to bottom: 
Kaname Falls (featuring my dad!) (Hitoyoshi)
Nabegataki Falls (Nabegataki Falls @ Oguni-machi)
Back of Nabegataki Falls (Nabegataki Falls @ Oguni-machi)
 
Right column in order from top to bottom:
Light streaming through on a foggy day (Asagiri)
Tree-planting in Yamae (Yamae Village, Maruoka Park)
Last of Autumn in Yamae (Outside Yamae Junior High School)
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TIFFANY CHIN

Top left: Plum
Blossoms (Hitoyoshi - ⼈吉梅園)
 
Top right: Hitoyoshi Station at
dusk (Hitoyoshi Station)
 
Center: Tinge of Autumn in
Kurokawa (Kurokawa Onsen)
 
Bottom: Outdoor
Onsen (Kurokawa Onsen,
Ryokan Kono-yu)



CHASE

SUTHERLAND
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Hagenoyu Onsen
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All photos: 
Plum Blossoms &
Ikeyama Springhead
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Top and center: Kurokawa Onsen

Below: Snow-capped Aso



EVA MARIE OLSON
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Top and center rows: Interior of Ota Family House, Taragi 
Bottom left: Ota Family House, Taragi
Bottom right: Interior of thatched roof of Ota Family House, Taragi



JOSIE DENNIS
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All photos: Views near Hikawa River in Yatsushiro



ALICIA LIM
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アートアクアリウム城, or the Art Aquarium Castle, was open in
Kumamoto City from Nov. 2nd to Jan. 13th. Right in the middle
of that period, I was in Kumamoto City with my dad. We ended

up staying at a hotel near the newly opened Sakuramachi
shopping complex, so we walked past the mall and the hall
next to it many times. Eventually, we stopped to look at the
posters for the Art Aquarium Castle. After spending a couple
moments puzzling out the kanji, we deciphered that it was an
exhibition of some sort that included what looked like a lot of

goldfish, lights, and dark rooms, and also that it would be open
the next day. 

Our lack of plans combined with my dad’s fondness for
goldfish led straight us into the exhibit the following day – and

it did not disappoint. The goldfish swimming in the many
uniquely shaped tanks, the softly playing music, and the
beautiful light projections all came together to create a

thoroughly enjoyable and novel experience. We left the exhibit
an hour later completely satisfied, and only slightly concerned

for the goldfish.

Goldfish
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ALICIA 

LIM
All photos: Goldfish
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Suizenji Autumn Foliage

Suizenji Autumn Foliage

Suizenji Autumn Foliage

Suizenji



ALICIA LIM
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A poem bv Natsume Soseki

Suizenji Suizenji

Suizenji



ALICIA LIM
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On the way home

A pleasant surprise after work – a double rainbow!

A pleasant surprise after work – a double rainbow!
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The Higo Camellia Flower adorning a manhole
cover in Kumamoto City

Myokensai

Left: Like a
madman
throwing away
gold - Earl
Lovelace
(Kamishikimi
Kumanoimasu
Shrine)

Right:
Kamishikimi
Kumanoimasu
Shrine,
Takamori 

Mt. Aso
Kamishikimi Kumanoimasu Shrine,
Takamori 
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Kumamoto City Zoo Yatsushiro City

Aso City

⼭

INSTAGRAM @QUINLAN_FL



"Dondoya in Sue, Asagiri" by Eva Marie Olson

Spring 2020
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